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Abstract
New conjecture are proposed that there are S−matter and V −matter which are symmetric and
mutually repulsive, there are S− space and V − space in which the expectation values of the Higgs
fields are different. In S − space the S − SU(5) symmetry is broken into S − SU(3) X U (1) for
s−particles, and V −SU(5) symmetry still holds for v−particles. As a consequence s−particles
get their masses determined by the SU(5) GUT and form the S−world, and v−particles without
mass form SU(5) colour-single states which are identified with dark energy. The creating process
of one world is just the annihilating process of the other world. According to the present model,
there is no singularty, there is the highest temperature in the universe, the results of the Guth’s
inflationary scenario are obtained, decelerated expanding early stage and accelerated expanding
now stage of the universe are explained, and the universe is composed of infinite universal islands.
The present model predicts that some huge cavities are equivalent to huge concave lenses; the
gravitation between two galaxies distant enough will lesser than that predicted by the conventional
theory; and the universal total energy is conservational, but the total energy observed by us seems
not to be conservational.
PACS: 04.50.+h, 98.80.Cq.
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As is now well known, according to the standard universal model, there is the gravitational
singular point. The recent astronomical observations show that the universe expanded with
a deceleration early and is expanding with an acceleration now. This implies that there is
dark energy[1]−[3] . What is dark energy? Many possible answers have been given [2] , [3].
We hope to find an answer originating from a basic theory. A sort of quantum field theory
has been constructed in which there is no divergence, and the zero-point energy E0 of the
vacuum is zero [5]. We further suppose λ = 0. On the premise E0 = λ = 0 and the basis of
a new conjecture we try to solve both singular point and dark energy problems.
II. ACTION, ENERGY-MOMENTUMTENSORAND EQUATIONS OFMOTION
In order to solve the two problems of singular point and dark energy, we propose the
following conjectures.
Conjecture 1 : There are two sorts of matter which are respectively called solid−matter
(s − matter) and void − matter (v − matter). The s − matter and the v − matter are
symmetric; Contribution of the s−matter to the Einstein tensor is opposite to that of the
v−matter to the Einstein tensor and there is no other interaction; There is the interaction
described by (13) between s−Higgs fields and v −Higgs fields.
Matter determines properties of space. Different breaking modes of Higgs fields corre-
spond to different ground states. The Higgs fields in the present model have two sorts
of breaking modes different in essence. One sort is that the vacuum expectations of the
s−Higgs fields are not zero and all the vacuum expectations of the v −Higgs fields are
zero (in the case, space is called solid − space (S − space)); The other sort is that all the
vacuum expectations of the s−Higgs fields are zero and the vacuum expectations of the
v−Higgs fields are not zero (in the case, space is called void−space (V −space)). We will
see that in the S−space s−particles can get their masses and the masses of all v−particles
are zero (hence, to be identified with dark energy in S−space) , in the V −space v−particles
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can get their masses and the masses of all s − particles are zero (hence, to be identified
with dark energy in the V − space), and one sort of space can transform into the other as
changing of breaking modes of Higgs fields.
Because contribution of the s−matter to the Einstein tensor is opposite to that of the
v −matter to the Einstein tensor and there is no other interaction, there is only repulsion
between the s−matter and the v−matter. Thus, it is obvious that s−matter (v−matter)
is composed of only s − particles (only v − particles). If both sorts of matter exist in the
same form (e.g., both exist as atoms) and simultaneously exist in a region, the hypothesis
will be in contradiction with given observations. But this is impossible since one of both
must be identified with dark energy and the other must be identified with matter in the
given world, hence the hypothesis is not in contradiction with all given experiments and
astronomical observations.
Of course, in fact, only there is one sort of space and one sort of metric tensors gµν
describing the structure of the space. In order to emphasize the important significance of
the vacuum expectations of the Higgs fields, we define the S − space and the V − space.
The essential difference of the S− space and the V − space is that the vacuum expectations
of the Higgs fields in the S − space are different from those in the V − space. Consequently
the existing forms of matter and the metric tensors in the S − space must be different from
those in the the V − space.We denote physical quantities in S − space (in V − space) by
subscript ‘S’ ( ‘V ’ ), and denote physical quantities determined by s−matter (v−matter)
by subscript ‘s’ ( ‘v’ ). On the basis of the conjecture above the actions IS and IV can be







√−gVLV = IV , (1)
LS = 1
16πG
RS + sLSs + vLSv + 1
2
(v + s)VSsv, (2)
LSs = Lsm (Ψs (xS) , gS (xS) , gS (xS) ,µ ) + Vs (ωs (xS)) + V0, (3)
LSv = Lvm (Ψv (xS) , gS (xS) , gS (xS) ,µ ) + Vv (ωv (xS)) , (4)
VSsv = Vsv (ωs (xS) , ωv (xS)) ; (5)
LV = 1
16πG
RV + vLV s + sLV v + 1
2
(v + s)VV sv, (6)
LV s = Lsm (Ψs (xV ) , gV (xV ) , gV (xV ) ,µ ) + Vs (ωs (xV )) , (7)
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LV v = Lvm (Ψv (xV ) , gV (xV ) , gV (xV ) ,µ ) + Vv (ωv (xV )) + V0, (8)
VV sv = Vsv (ωs (xV ) , ωv (xV )) , (9)
ωs = Ωs, Φs, χs; ωv = Ωv, Φv, χv, (10)
where g = det(gµν), gµν = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) in flat space, g = gS or gV , RS and RV are
respectively the scalar curvatures in S−space and V −space, s and v are two parameters and
we finally take s = −v = 1, V0 is a parameter which is so taken that (Vs (ωs (xS)) + V0)min =
(Vv (ωv (xV )) + V0)min = 0 at the 0-temperature, Lsm (Lvm) is the Lagrangian density of all
s− fields (v− fields) and their couplings of the SU(5) grand unified theory (GUT ) except
the Higgs potentials Vs, Vv and Vsv, Ψs and Ψv represents all s− fields and all v − fields,
respectively. It is seen from (2) − (9) that provided the subscripts S and V in (2)-
(5) are interchanged, (6)-(9) are obtained. LSs and LV s are different denoting modes of the



































































































where Ωs and Ωv, Φs and Φv, χs and χv are respectively 1 , 24 and 5 dimensional representa-
tions of the SU(5) group, here the couplings of Φs and χs (Φv and χv) are ignored for short
[6]. Here we suppose that s− fields and v − fields have respectively SU(5) symmetry.
From (1) the energy-momentum tensor densities which do not contain the energy-






















≡ TSsµν + TSvµν + TSV µν , (14)














− gSµν (Vs + V0) ,
(15)















TSV µν = −gSµνVsv (17)
Interchanging the subscripts S and V and the subscripts s and v
in (14)− (17), we get TV µν , TV smµν , TV vmµν , TV svµν , TV vvµν , TV Sµν . (18)
Einstein’s equation of gravitation field can be derived from (1)
RSµν − 1
2
gSµνRS = −8πG (TSsµν − TSvµν) , (19)
RV µν − 1
2
gV µνRV = −8πG (TV vµν − TV sµν) . (20)
It must be emphasized that equation (19) + (20) or TSsµν + TV vµν are all nonsensical, since
RSµν and RV µν are respectively the curvature tensors in two different spaces, TSsµν and
TV vµν are respectively physical quantities in the two different spaces, and both S−space and
V −space cannot simultaneously exist. Only one of the equations (19) and (20) corresponds
to real space and is applicable. Similarly, only one of IS and IV and only one of TV µν and
TSµν are applicable. It should be noticed from (19)− (20) and (14)− (18) that the potential
energy Vsv is different from other energies in essence, Vsv does not influence RSµν and RV µν ,
i.e., there is no gravitation and repulsion of the potential energy Vsv. But this does not cause
any contradiction with all given experiments and astronomical observations since Vsv = 0
when 〈ωs〉0 = 0 (in the V − space) or 〈ωv〉0 = 0 (in the S − space).
It is proven that the necessary and sufficient condition of T µν;ν = 0 is IM to be a scalar
quantity[7]. Form (1)− (18) we see that IS and IV are all scalar quantities, hence when the
energy-momentum tensor of the gravity field is not considered,
(T µνSs + T
µν
Sv );ν = (T
µν
V s + T
µν
V v);ν = 0.
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Because there is repulsive interaction between both s − matter and v − matter, the
motional law of v −matter must be different from the motional law of s −matter in the
same gravity fields. According to the general relativity, it is obtained from (19) the motional









where σ is a scalar parameter satisfying a proper equation. In contrast with s−matter, the






























III. SPONTANEOUS BREAKING OF SYMMETRY
Ignoring the couplings of Φs and χs and suitably choosing the parameters of the Higgs
potential V = Vs + Vv + Vsv + V0, analogously to [8] we can prove from (11)− (13) that V
can lead to the following vacuum expectation values,
〈0 |Ωv| 0〉 = Ωv0 = 〈0 |Φv| 0〉 = Φv0 = 〈0 |χv| 0〉 = χv0 = 0, (25)
〈0 |Ωs| 0〉 = Ωs0 = υΩ0, (26)








〈0 |χs| 0〉+ = χs0 =
υχ0√
2




















where λ > 15η2/ (15a+ 7b) + ζ2/ξ. Such space in which the vacuum expectation values of
the Higgs fields take the forms (25)− (31) is called S − space. In S − space the S − SU(5)
symmetry is finally broken into SU(3) × U(1), s − particles can get their masses of the
SU(5) GUT and form the s− world described SU(5) GUT , the V − SU(5) symmetry still
holds, all v − gauge bosons and v − fermions are massless. From (12) and (13) it can be
proved that all v−Higgs bosons can get their big enough masses. The masses of the Higgs
particles except the Φs − particles and the χs − particles are respectively
m2 (Ωs) = 2µ
2, (32)
m2 (Ωv) = Λυ
2





m2 (χv) = βυ
2
Ω0. (35)
We can choose such parameters so thatm (Ωs) , m (Ωv) , m (Φv) andm (χv) are large enough,
e.g. m (Ωs) ∼ 1015Gev. When radiative corrections are considered, the results above still
qualitatively hold. It is easily seen from (32)− (35) that in S − space all real components
of Φv have the same mass m (Φv), all real components of χv have the same mass m (χv) .
Because s−matter and v−matter are symmetric, S−space and V −space are symmetric
as well, when the subscripts s and v in formulas (25) − (35) are interchanged and the
subscripts S and V in (25) − (35) are interchanged as well, i.e., s ⇄ v and S ⇄ V, the
formulas still hold water. Such space in which the vacuum expectation values of the Higgs
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fields take the forms (25)− (31) in which the subscripts s and v are interchanged is called
V − space.
It is seen from the above mentioned that properties of space are determined by breaking
mode of the Higgs fields. Because breaking mode of the Higgs fields, i.e., expectation
values of the Higgs fields, can vary with temperature, the properties of space will vary with
temperature as well. We will see that when temperature T −→ Tmax, S−space can transform
into V − space, consequently s− world can transform into v − world, and vice versa.





, Vvmin = Vsvmin = 0, VSmin = (Vs + Vv + Vsv)min + V0 = 0 (36)




, Vsmin = Vsvmin = 0, VV min = (Vs + Vv + Vsv)min + V0 = 0 (37)
in the ground state of V −space. Thus the potential energy densities VS (̟s, ̟v) in S−space
and VV (̟s, ̟v) in V − space at the 0-temperature are respectively,
VS (̟s, ̟v) = VV (̟s, ̟v) = Vs (̟s) + Vv (̟v) + Vsv (̟s, ̟v) + V0. (38)
IV. EVOLUTION OF SPACE
A. Evolving equations
Provided the cosmological principle holds, the metric tensor is the Robertson-Walker
metric tensor which satisfies
(dsA)










where A = S or V and kA is a real constant describing curve of space.
Matter in the universe may approximately be regarded as ideal gas with the same prop-
erties in all directions. The energy-momentum tensor densities of the ideal gas are
TAsµν = (ρAs + pAs)UAsµUAsν + pAsgAµν , (40)
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TAvµν = (ρAv + pAv)UAvµUAvν + pAvgAµν , (41)
where ρA and pA are the density and pressure of a medium, respectively, and UAµ is a 4-
velocity. Considering the potential energy densities in (15)− (16) and (18), we can rewrite
(40)− (41) as
TSsµν = [ρ˜Ss + p˜Ss]USµUSν + p˜SsgSµν , (42)
ρ˜Ss = ρSs + (Vs (̟s) + V0) , p˜Ss = pSs − (Vs(̟s) + V0) , (43)
TSvµν = [ρ˜Sv + p˜Sv]USµUSν + p˜SvgSµν , (44)
ρ˜Sv = ρSv + Vv (̟v) , p˜Sv = pSv − Vv(̟v), (45)
TV sµν = [ρ˜V s + p˜V s]UV µUV ν + p˜V sgV µν , (46)
ρ˜V s = ρV s + Vs (̟s) , p˜V s = pV s − Vs(̟s), (47)
TV vµν = [ρ˜V v + p˜V v]UV µUV ν + p˜V vgV µν , (48)
ρ˜V v = ρV v + (Vv (̟v) + V0) , p˜V v = pV v − (Vv(̟v) + V0) , (49)
where ρAa and pAa (A = S, V ; a = s, v) are respectively the motional mass and the momen-
tum current densities corresponding to Lsm and Lvm in (15), (16) and (18).
Substituting (42)−(45) and the Robertson-Walker metric (see (39)) into (19) and consid-










= η [ρ˜Ss − ρ˜Sv]
= η [(ρSs + Vs(̟s) + V0)− (ρSv + Vv(̟v))] , (50)






η [(ρ˜Ss + 3p˜Ss)− (ρ˜Sv + 3p˜Sv)]
= −1
2
η [(ρSs + 3pSs)− 2 (Vs(̟s) + V0)− (ρSv + 3pSv) + 2Vv(̟v)] . (51)









= η [ρ˜V v − ρ˜V s]







η [(ρ˜V v + 3p˜V v)− (ρ˜V s + 3p˜V s)]
= −1
2
η [(ρV v + 3pV v)− 2 (Vv(̟v) + V0)− (ρV s + 3pV s) + 2Vs(̟s)] . (53)
Because space is only S − space or only V − space, only one of the equation sets (50)-
(51) and (52)-(53) is applicable. This is because only such physical quantities relating to
real-physical vacuum are directly measurable. For example, let a state be the vacuum of
S − space, i.e., ρAa = pAa = 0, and Vs(̟s) = −µ2/4f. Substituting the parameters into




RS (tS) = 0, RS (tS) = RS (0) , (54)
i.e., S − space is invariant. Oppositely, if substituting the parameters into (52)-(53) and























tV or 0. (55)
This result is not right since the state above is not the ground state of V − space. There
are similar examples in physics. For example, for Higgs field with single constituent, if the
state were regarded as the ground state in which 〈ϕ〉 = 0 (V (0) = Vmax (ϕ)), the ‘mass’ of
ϕ − particle would be a virtual and thereby ϕ− particle would move in a greater velocity
than photon velocity. Of course, this is not right either.





= − (p˜s − p˜v) dR3S. (56)
When temperature is low enough, the pressures p˜s and p˜v may be ignored. Thus (56) become
(ρ˜s − ρ˜v)R3S = CS, (57)
in S−space, here CS is a constant and it is possible CS > 0, CS = 0 or CS < 0. Analogously,
we have
(ρ˜v − ρ˜s)R3V = CV , (58)
in V − space.
There is the repulsive potential energy Vr between s −matter and v −matter which is
determined by the distributing mode of s−matter and v−matter. In S−space s−particles
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can form dumplings with large mass, but v−particles cannot form dumplings and relaxedly
distribute. Thus, s−matter and v −matter cannot mix evenly, and Vr chiefly transforms
into the kinetic energy of v−matter in s− space. The gravitational and repulsive potential
energies are not considered in TAµν or ρa and pa above. When the gravitational and repulsive
potential energies and only the gravitational pressure and repulsive pressure are considered,





= − (p˜s − p˜v) dR3S −R3Sd (Vgs − Vgv − Vr) . (59)
in S− space, where Vgs and Vgv are the gravitational potential energy density of s−matter
and v −matter, respectively, and Vr is the repulsive potential energy density between s −
matter and v −matter. When temperature is low enough, supposing






= −d (VSgrR3S) , (ρ˜s − ρ˜v + VSgr)R3S ≡ CS, (61)
where λ is a constant equivalent to the cosmological constant, we take λ = 0. CS is a
constant, its meaning is the same as above. From (42) and (44) we see that (59)− (61) is
equivalent to
p˜s = Vgs, p˜v = Vgv + Vr,
TSsµν = (ρ˜Ss + Vgs)USµUSν , TSvµν = (ρ˜Sv + Vgv + Vr)USµUSν . (62)
. Analogously, we have
(ρ˜v − ρ˜s + VV gr)R3V = CV ,
VV gr ≡ Vgv − (Vgs + Vr) = p˜Sv − p˜Ss, (63)
in V − space.
When the approximations (57) − (58) and (61) is taken, i.e., temperature is low, the




























B. Contraction of space
In contrast with the conventional cosmological model, the present model can explain the
“big bang” of the universe, but there is no singularity.
In S−space all v−gauge bosons and v−fermions are massless and they form V −SU(5)
color single states with small mass, s − particles gets their masses and form galaxies. In
S − space, let ρ˜Ss − ρ˜Sv > 0 and (ρ˜Ss + 3p˜Ss)− (ρ˜Sv + 3p˜Sv) > 0, from (50) and (51) we see
that S−space will contract, temperature Ts will rise thereby, and Vs can increase as Ts rises
since the expectation values of the S −Higgs fields can vary with Ts (see the following).
When temperature is high enough, we have p˜Ss = ρ˜Ss/3 and p˜Sv = ρ˜Sv/3. Consequently the
equations (51) become
··
RS(tS) = −η [ρ˜Ss − ρ˜Sv]RS (tS) . (68)
From (50) and (68) we get
R4S (tS) (ρ˜Ss − ρ˜Sv) = CS. (69)











ηCS (tS − tS1) . (70)
where ‘−’ represents a contracting progress, ‘+’ represents a expanding progress at high
temperature.
C. Two sorts of temperature
With contracting of space, temperature will rise. Because of the cosmological principle,
temperature will be equilibrated in the whole space. Because there is no interaction except
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the repulsion between s − matter and v − matter and the masses of the Higgs-bosons in
(32)− (35) are all big enough, when temperature is low,
T ≪ Tmax ∼ m(Ωs) ∼ 1015Gev, (71)
the Higgs bosons are hardly produced, consequently there is no equilibrium of temperature
between the v − particles and the s − particles. This is similar to that there is no ther-
mal equilibrium between the vibratory freedoms of a molecule and other freedoms at lower
temperature. Of course, there is still thermal equilibrium among v − particles or among
s − particles. Thus when T ≪ Tmax, we should use two sorts of temperature Tv and Ts to
describe respectively the thermal equilibrium of v −matter and the thermal equilibrium of
s − matter. When T ≪ Tmax, in general case, Tv 6= Ts. When Ts ∼ Tmax, the s − Higgs
bosons Ωs, Φs and χs can be enormously produced since 〈Ωs〉 and m(Ωs) tend to zero with
rising of temperature (see the following), the v−Higgs bosons Ωv, Φv and χv can be easily
produced by the couplings in (13) sincem (Ωv) , m (Φv) andm (χv) tend to zero as 〈Ωs〉 tends
to zero, other v − particles can be easily produced by the couplings in V − SU(5) as well,
consequently there is thermal equilibrium between the v−particles and the s−particles, i.e.,
Ts = Tv ∼ Tsmax = Tvmax = Tmax. On the other hand, the thermal equilibrium of v−matter
and s−matter can be described by only one sort of temperature T when T ∼ Tmax. But in
this case, transition of the vacuum phase must occur. Thus temperature T > Tmax cannot
appear in fact.
D. Temperature effect
Influence of temperature on the expectation values of the Higgs fields must be considered





at the 0-temperature. In flat space-time, according finite temperature quantum field theory,
when ϕ/kT ≪ 1, here k is the Boltzmann constant, to consider only 1-loop correction of
the SU(5) gauge fields, the effective potential [9] is
V
(1)T














where g is coupling constant of the gauge fields, and σ ∼ 1015Gev.
The influences of finite temperature on the Higgs potential in the present model are con-
sistent with the results above. To consider the influence of temperature T , V (̟ = 0, T ) = 0









to ignore the terms proportional λn, n > 1, the effective potential approximate to 1-loop at




























It is seen from the terms (75/16) k2g2T 2ϕ2 and (λT 2/8)Ω
2
that the expectation values of
the Higgs fields can be strikingly altered at high temperature.
E. The highest temperature and inflating of space
The temperature effect is equivalent to a positive mass term plus the potential.In S −
space,
























where the terms irrelevant to the Higgs fields are ignored, VS (̟s, ̟v) = Vs (̟s)+Vv (̟v)+
Vsv (̟s, ̟v). From (72) we see cΩ = λ/8, cΦ and cχ are corresponding constants analogous
to λ/8 and 75k2g2/16 above. The absolute values of the expectation values of the Higgs
fields will decrease as the temperature Ts rises, consequently VS must increase. Considering
the effect of the temperature Ts, from (72) we obtain the expectation value of the Higgs field
Ωs to be
〈Ωs〉2 = υ2 (Ωs, Ts) = µ






, µ˜2s (Ts) ≡ µ2 − λT 2s /4 . (74)
It is seen that rising of Ts causes decreasing of µ˜









= Vsmin (̟s, Ts) > Vsmin (̟s0) . (75)
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Particularly, considering the effective coefficient of Ω2v is −µ2 + λT 2v /4 + Λυ2 (Ωs, Ts) ≡
−µ˜2v (Ts0) and that υ2 (Ωs, Ts) will decrease as the temperature Ts rises (see (74)), we see
that µ˜2v (Ts0) will increase as the temperature Ts rises. When the temperature Ts > Ts0, here
Ts0 satisfies
−µ2 + λT 2v /4 + Λυ2 (Ωs, Ts) ≡ −µ˜2v (Ts0) = 0,
we have
µ˜2v (Ts > Ts0) > 0. (76)
Thus, from (11)− (13) we see that

















i.e., Vv (̟v = 0, µ˜
2
v (Ts ≥ Ts0)) is the local minimum of Vv (̟v, µ˜2v (Ts ≥ Ts0)) , but is no longer
the smallest value.
Let
V˜Smin (Ts) ≡ Vsmin (̟s, Ts) + Vv (̟v = 0, Ts) + Vsv (̟s, ̟v = 0, Ts) + V0,
= Vsmin (̟s, Ts) + V0, (78)
VSmin (Ts) = [Vs (̟s, Ts) + Vv (̟v, Ts) + Vsv (̟s, ̟v, Ts)]min + V0. (79)
VSmin (Ts = 0) = Vs (̟s0) + Vvmin (0) + Vsv (̟s0, , ̟v = 0) + V0 = 0 = VV min (Ts = 0) ,
from above mentioned we see
V˜Smin (Ts) ≥ VSmin (Ts) ≥ VSmin (Ts = 0) = VV min (Ts = 0) . (80)
It can be proven that this state with V = V˜Smin (Ts) is a sub-steady state because
Vv (̟v = 0, Ts) is the local minimum of Vv (̟v, Ts) at high temperature Ts > Ts0 ap-
proximately to 1-loop correction. Thus the universe cannot immediately transit from
the state with V˜Smin (Ts) into the state with VS = VSmin (Ts) when Ts > Ts0. In
fact, this process V˜Smin (Ts) −→ VSmin (Ts) is such a process that the potential energy
△VS = V˜Smin (Ts)− VSmin (Ts) transforms into the energy of v − particles Ωv, Φv etc.. But
the v − particles cannot immediately be produced. Producing of the v − particles needs
specific time which is determined by the coupling constants in (11) − (13) and the SU(5)
GUT .
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When the temperature Ts is high enough, the energy density ρs and ρs − ρv will be
larger as well. It is possible that S−space can contract so swiftly that the temperature rises
to Ts before the potential rises VSmin (Ts) . The state with VSmin (Ts) is a steady state at Ts.
When the universe is not in the steady state with VSmin (Ts) , but is in the sub-steady state
with V˜Smin (Ts), we call such a state with V˜Smin (Ts) super-heating state. The contracting
process is a super-heating process.
When ρ˜Ss − ρ˜Sv > 0 and (ρ˜Ss + 3p˜Ss) − (ρ˜Sv + 3p˜Sv) > 0, S − space will contract. As
S−space continues to contract, the temperature Ts will continue to rise. Considering λ ∼ g4,
g ∼ 4π/45 for SU(5) and m(Ωs) =
√












〈ωs〉 = ̟s = 0, and 〈ωv〉 = ̟v = 0, (82)
hence all masses of s − particles and v − particles are zero, pSs = ρSs/3 and pSv = ρSv/3,




S(tS) = −kS + η (ρs + V0 − ρv)R2S (tS) , (83)
··




V (tV ) = −kV + η (ρv + V0 − ρs)R2V (tV ) , (85)
··
RV (tV ) = −η (ρv − V0 − ρs)RV (tV ) . (86)
Because all masses of s− particles and v − particles are zero at the temperature Tmax, the
v−Higgs bosons Ωv, Φv and χv can be also easily produced by the couplings in (13), other
v−particles can be easily produced by the couplings in V −SU(5) as well. Thus s−energy
transforms into v − energy, consequently thermal equilibrium between the v − particles
and the s − particles, i.e., ρv = ρs and Tv = Ts = Tmax, can be realized.For a contracting
process, we may take kS = 1. When η (ρs + µ
4/4f − ρv)R2S (tS) = η (µ4/4f)R2S (tS) = 1,








RS (tS) > 0. (87)
This implies that the contracting process must stop and the inflating process begins, Tmax is
just the highest temperature of the cosmos and there is no singularity. There is the highest
energy density corresponding to Tmax as well.
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At the temperature Tmax, Vs (̟s = 0, Tmax) = Vv (̟v = 0, Tmax) = Vsv (0, 0) = 0. Conse-
quently
VSmin (Tmax) = VV min (Tmax) ≡ Vmin (Tmax) = V0 ≫ VSmin (̟s0, 0)
= VV min (0, ̟v0) ≡ Vmin (T = 0) = 0. (88)
Thus the phase transition of the vacuum, i.e., Vmin (̟s = ̟v = 0) → VV min (0, ̟v0) or
VSmin (̟s0, 0) , will occur.
We call such a space in which 〈ωs〉 = 〈ωv〉 = 0 transiting space. As Vmax → Vmin,
S−space can transform into V −space via the transiting space and vice versa. Considering
S − space → V − space as V (̟s = ̟v = 0) → VV min (0, ̟v0) , for a expanding process we
may take kV = −1, but we ignore kV for a time, from (85)− (86) we obtain












take tV = 0 to be the beginning moment of inflation.
Because 〈ωs〉 = 〈ωv〉 = 0 and consequently the SU(5) symmetry strictly holds water at
Tmax, Tmax is the temperature corresponding to GUT, thus Tmax ∼ m (Ωs) ∼ 1015Gev. If
taking λ/8
√
f ∼ 1, we can get the same result as the given inflation model. In the process of
inflation, the temperature will decrease. But the potential energy V (̟s ∼ ̟v ∼ 0) cannot
decrease to Vmin (̟s, ̟v, Tv) at once. Analogous to analysis for contracting process, the
process of the inflation is a super-cooling process. If the existing time of the super-
cooling state (i.e., the sub-steady state with V (̟s ∼ ̟v ∼ 0) ∼ V0) is 10−33s and to take
Tmax ∼ 1015Gev, H−1 ∼ 10−35s , RS (0) will increase exp100 ∼ 1043 times.
Considering (32) and supposing m (Ωs) ∼ 1/
√










The energy density corresponding to m (Ωs) is
◦





= 8m4 (Ωs) , (91)
here c = ~ = 1.Supposing Vmax = µ
4/4f =
◦
ρ and considering λ ∼ g4 ∼ (4π/45)2 from (32)
















From (92) we see that if the mass breadth of the state with V = µ4/4f is Γmax ∼ m (Ωv) /12,
substituting t′V = △t = 1/Γmax = 12/m (Ωv) and (92) into (89), we obtain
RV (t
′




= RV (0) exp 98. (93)
After 10−33s or 12/m (Ωv), the phasic transition of the vacuum must occur,
〈Ωv〉 = 〈Φv〉 = 〈χv〉 = 0 −→ 〈Ωv〉 = υΩ0, 〈Φv〉 = υΦ0, 〈χv〉 = υχ0;
Ωs = Φs = χs = 0, (94)
VV max = V0 = VV (̟s = 0, ̟v = 0) = Vmax
−→ Vmin = VV (̟s = 0, ̟v = ̟v0) = VV min = 0. (95)
After the phasic transition, v − particles get their masses and form the v − world, all
s−particles become massless and form V −SU(5) color single states (dark energy), and then
V − space begins to expand. Thus we obtain the results of the Guth’s inflation model[10].
As is well known, there is the singular point in the universe according to the conventional
cosmological theory. This is because there is only one sort of matter and only one sort
of space in the conventional cosmological theory. To consider the effective vacuum energy



















Because ρvac is a constant, we see that provided ρ is large enough, there must be singular
point in the universe. Of course, in fact, the cosmological theory assumes now ρ (t0)−ρvac < 0
and thereby explains expansion of the universe with an acceleration. But expansion of the
universe must begin from a singular point.
In contrast with the conventional expansive model, there are the two sorts of matter and
the two sorts of space. As is mentioned above, no matter how large ρs or ρv is, when Ts or
Tv ∼ Tmax, the universe can no longer contract, and inflation must occur. Hence there is no
singular point and there is the highest temperature Tmax in the universe.
On the other hand, according to the conventional expansive model, inflation must occur
in the process of temperature descending (in a super-cooling state). In contrast with the
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conventional model, inflation is a necessary result of temperature increasing to Tmax in the
present model.
When the temperature Ts is high enough, 〈Ωs〉 and m(Ωs) will tend to zero, consequently
the s − Higgs bosons Ωs, Φs and χs can enormously come into being from the s − gauge
bosons and the s−fermions by the S−SU(5) couplings. The v−Higgs bosons Ωv, Φv and
χv can be also easily produced by the couplings in (13) since ̟v = 0 and m (Ωv) , m (Φv)
and m (χv) tend to zero as 〈Ωs〉 tends to zero. Other v − particles can be easily produced
by the couplings in V − SU(5) as well. Consequently ρs will decrease and ρv will increase.
After thermal equilibrium is realized at Tmax, ρs = ρv.
The conditions (82) and ρv = ρs are the sufficient conditions of space inflating, but are




S = −1 + η (ρs + V0 − ρv)R2s ≥ 0,
··
RS = −η (ρs − V0 − ρv)Rs ≥ 0,
i.e., V0 ≥ ρs − ρv, 2ηV0R2s ≥ 1, ̟s ∼ ̟v ∼ 0, VS ∼ V0 (96)




V (tV ) = 1 + η (ρv + V0 − ρs)R2V (tV ) > 1,
··
RV (tV ) = −η (ρv − V0 − ρs)RV (tV ) > ηV0RV (tV ) > 0. (97)
It is seen that V − space will inflate in a velocity faster than (89) in fact.
F. Apparent creation and annihilation of energy at the highest temperature
As has been said before, the process of the big bang is the transformation process of the
s−world into the v−world (or opposite). Because there is no interaction except repulsion
between v −matter and s−matter, s−matter is invisible to a v − observer. The process
is equivalent to that existence originates from nonexistence or existence transforms into
nonexistence for a s− observer or a v − observer. Of course, energy is still conservational.
But a s − observer or a v − observer can see that an energy seems to come into being or
annihilate at the highest temperature Tmax. Thus, the present model can be distinguished
from the other model by whether or not there is such a transformation process of energy in
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some region of the universe. But when T ≪ Tmax, such process cannot come into being and
the s− energy and the v − energy are respectively conservational.
V. DECELERATED EXPANDING AND ACCELERATED EXPANDING OF THE
UNIVERSE AFTER INFLATING
As mentioned above, before inflating of space when T ∼ Tmax, ̟s ∼ ̟v ∼ 0, Vmin =
(Vs + Vv ++Vsv + V0)min ∼ V0 and the transiting space transforms into V − space. After
inflating the temperature will strikingly descend, consequently the phase transiting of the
vacuum must occur, i.e.,
̟v = 0→ ̟v0, ̟s = 0, thereby Vv (Tmax) = 0→ Vv (Ts = 0) = − V0,
Vs (Ts = 0) = Vsv (Ts = 0) = 0, V (Tmax) = V0 → 0. (98)
The potential energy Vv (Tmax) − Vv (T = 0) = 0 − (− V0) = V0 will directly cause the
v −Higgs particles to come into being, and transforms into the energy of v − particles by
the V − SU(5) coupling, consequently ρv increases by V0, i.e., ρv → ρ′v = ρv + V0. Thus,
considering (96) , we have ρ′v = ρv+V0 > ρs. After inflating, V −space will evolve according




V (tV ) = η [ρ
′
V v − ρV s]R2V (tV ) > 0,
··
RV (tV ) = −1
2
η [(ρ′V v + 3p
′
V v)− (ρV s + 3pV s)]RV (tV ) < 0. (99)
This implies that V − space will expand with a deceleration after inflating.
Because after inflating the temperature will strikingly descend, s − Higgs bosons and
v − Higgs bosons can no longer transform from one to another. Ts and Tv will no longer
equilibrated. The S − SU(5) symmetry holds water in the V − space, hence at high tem-
perature all s − gauge bosons and s − fermions will exist in the form of plasma; at low
temperature the s − gauge bosons and s − elementary fermions with massless will form
SU(5) color-single states similar to gluon-balls or pure neutral mesons originating SU(3)
symmetry. But there is no U(1) interaction similar to the electromagnetic interaction among
the SU(5) color-single states, hence the SU(5) color-single states hardly form an object with
a great mass, in consequence they must relaxedly and evenly distribute in V −space. Hence
the s − particles or the SU(5) color-single states may be regarded as dark energy in
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V − space. In contrast with the s− particles, v − particles can get their masses and form
celestial bodies, etc.
A. The repulsive potential energy transforms into the kinetic energy of matter
There is the repulsion potential energy between v −matter and s −matter. It is easily
proven that the increment of ρs must be larger than the increment of ρv when the repulsive
potential energy transforms into the kinetic energy of v −matter and s−matter. Because
v − particles get their masses due to ̟v 6= 0 and form celestial bodies, but the S − SU(5)
color single states have small masses and relaxedly distribute in V −space, the huge repulsion
potential energy must chiefly transform into the kinetic energy of S − SU(5) color single
states. In fact, we can prove in flat space that when space expands K times, i.e., R −→ KR,
the repulsive-potential energy density Vr becomes Vr/K and
△Vr = (1− 1/K)Vr. (100)
To consider a system in flat space which is composed of a v − body with its mass M and
a s − colour single state with its mass m and whose total momentum is zero, when the
repulsive-potential energy Vr between M and m transforms the kinetic energies of M and














E0 (E0 + Vr)
]
. (102)
As seen △Em ≫ △EM . Thus, although ρ˜v > ρ˜s after inflating, after V −space expands with
a deceleration for some time, it is also possible ρ˜v < ρ˜s. This implies that ρ˜v − ρ˜s = ρ˜ or CV
in (66)− (67) is changeable, can change from CV > 0 to CV < 0 as expanding of V − space.
Thus V − space can have a early stage in which the V − space expands with a deceleration
and V − space can also have a now stage in which V − space expands with an acceleration.
We can determine the evolution of V − space in early stage in which CV > 0 and in now
stage in which CV = −DV < 0 by (66) − (67) . This case with CV > 0 has described by
(99) . We discuss the case CV = −DV < 0 in follows.
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B. The case kV = −1 and CV = −DV = −D < 0.
We discuss accelerating expanding of V − space. For simplicity, DV is regarded as a
constant for a time. Taking kV = −1 and CV = −DV < 0, ignoring the subscript ‘V ′
, considering Vv (̟v) = Vvmin (̟v) = −V0, Vs (̟s) = Vsv (̟s, ̟v) = 0 after the phase



















a will increase as increasing of R, i.e., V − space will expand with an acceleration.













1−√1− ηD/R = tηD, (104)
where R ≥ ηD, the time is taken as t = 0 at which the phasic transition of the vacuum of











1− a (0) /a (t)
1−
√




where a (0) ≡ ηD/R0. Considering a (t = 0) ≦ a (t) ≦ a (t0) = 1 and a (0)R0 = R (0) =
ηD = ηρ0R
3
0, we see that only R (0) and R0 are given, a (t) , ρ0 (= R (0) /ηR
3
0) and the
undergoing time after inflating t0 can be determined. For example, taking R0 ∼ 3.2× 1017
and a (0) = 1/7, we have ρ0 = (ρs0 − ρv0) = 2.5× 10−28kg/m3, t0 = 1.15× 1010 year relative
to that time a (0) = 1/7, and zd = 1/a (0)−1 = 6; Taking R0 ∼ 3.872×1017 and a (0) = 0.1,
we have ρ0 = 1.19× 10−28kg/m3, t0 = 1.37× 1010 year, and zd = 9. Here zd denotes the red
shift caused by V − space expanding. Figure 1 shows a (t) changing as t.



















1− kr2 , (106)









1− (gD/R0) (1 + zd) +
√
1− (gD/R0) (1 + zd)
] = ln(r +√r2 + 1) , (107)
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Let dL = R0r (1 + zd) denote the optical distance between the earth and a luminous star,













1− (ηD/2R0) (1 + zd) +
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1− (ηD/2R0) (1 + zd) +
√








1 and z2d, we obtain
H0dL = zd +
1
2
z2d (1 + ηD/2R0) . (109)









1/R20 − ηρ˜0, ρ˜0 = D/R30. (110)









2 (R0 (t)− ηD) < 0. (111)
From (99) and (111) we see that the universe expanded with a deceleration in the early
period and expands with a acceleration in the now period.
C. The case kV = 0 and CV = DV = D > 0.
















3/2 (0) , a (t0) = a0 = 1. (112)
whereD = (ρ˜v0 − ρ˜s0)R30 ≡ ρ˜0R30, a = R (t) /R0,H0 =
√
ηρ˜0. Considering k = 0, R0/R (t) =



































From (114) we get the relation between a red shift and the corresponding optical distance
dL = Rr (1 + z) ,






≃ zd + z2d/4, for zd < 1. (115)
VI. REPULSIVE RED SHIFT AND APPARENT DECELERATED EXPANDING
AND ACCELERATED EXPANDING
As mentioned above, in V − space v−matter can form galaxies, s−matter cannot form
dumplings and only relaxedly distribute in V − space. A v − particle static relatively to
s−matter suffers the resultant of repulsive forces coming from s−matter to be zero. But
when a v−particle, e.g. a v−photon, moves relatively to s−matter, it suffers the resultant
of repulsive forces coming from s −matter to be not zero. This is because the density of
s−matter in the front of the photon is higher than that in the rear of the photon. Thus the
photon will suffer a repulsive force in the direction opposing to its velocity. Analogously to
gravitational shift, the v−photon will have a repulsive red shift in V −space. The repulsive
red shift of the photon should be directly proportional to the density ρ˜s of s−matter, the
energy of the photon and the moving distance l = ct = t of the photon, where c = 1 is light
velocity. Thus we have
dν = −fρ˜s (l) ν (l) dl = −fρ˜s (t) ν (t) dt, (116)
where .f is a constant and [f ] = [G] .
A. The case kV = −1 and CV = −DV < 0
Considering ρ˜s (t) = R
3
0ρ˜s0/R
3 (t) = ρ˜s0/a



















































A red shift observed by us is the sum of zr and zd, i.e.,
z = zr + zd. (120)
Consequently we should represent the relation between a red-shift and distance by total




≡ zq−1, q = 1 + zr/zd. (121)
(qH0) dL ≡ H0effdL = z + 1
2
z2q−1 (1 + ηD/2R0) . (122)
where H0eff = qH0 is the effective Hubble constant. we see that when zd or z is large
enough, H0eff decreases with decreasing of zd or z (or as increasing of time), i.e., space
expands with a deceleration. When zd < 1 so such q ≃ 1, zd ≃ z. From (103) or (109) we
see that V − space seems to expand with an acceleration larger than (111).
From (1 + zd)


























where R˜ (t) is not the true scalar curvature, but is an apparent scalar curvature determined
by the total red shift z. From (105) we can determine a (t) = (1 + zd)
−1 , thereby from (123)
we can determine the relation of a˜ (t) as shown in figure 1, da˜ (t) /dt as shown in figure 2 and
d2a˜ (t) /dt2 as shown in figure 3, where the parameters R0 = 3.2×1017, ηDV = ηDV / (−k) =
0.32 ×1017, and 2fρ˜s0R20/3ηDV = 0.8 are taken. a˜ (t) describes the evolution of the universe
from 3.6× 1017s = 1.13× 1010 year before to now. Figure 3 shows there are the solutions of
d2a˜ (t) /dt2 = 0 which implies a turning point of deceleration to acceleration to exist. From
the figures, especial figure 3, it is seen that expanding of V − space seems via a decelerated
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stage in the early period and an accelerative stage in the later period. In a broad scope
of parameters there is such a relation a˜ (t) . From the figures 1-3 we see that V − space
expanded with a deceleration in the period (90 ∼ 75)× 108 years before, and expands with
an acceleration from 60× 108 years before to now.
B. The case kV = 0 and CV = DV > 0











(115) can be rewritten as






≃ z + z2/4q, z = zr + zd = qzd. (125)














Considering (1 + zd)
−1 = a, from (115) , we have





























ηρ˜0 = 0.58, 3H0/2× 3.2× 1016s = 0.6 and a3/2 (0) = 0.178, we obtain the
curve corresponding to (127) shown in Fig.4 and da˜ (t) /dt = d (1 + z)−1 /dt shown in Fig.5.
From Fig.4 and Fig.5 we see that V − space has a period expanding with a deceleration
after the early period expanding with a larger acceleration and now period expanding with
an acceleration. In a scope of broad parameters, the results of figures 1-5 can be obtained.
C. Steadiness of galaxies
According to the conventional theory, when space expands with an acceleration, a galaxy
will suffer a force F which causes the volume of the galaxy to increase, and if the acceleration
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is big enough, the galaxy will break apart. But according to the present theory, this cannot
occur. As mentioned above, expanding of V − space is because there is s −matter, more
precisely, is because CV = −D < 0, and expanding acceleration is
··
R = ηD/2R2.The force
F caused by accelerative expanding is directly proportional to
··
R, i.e., ηD/R2. On the other
hand, because there is repulsion between s −matter and v −matter, the v − galaxy also
suffers the pressure P coming from s − matter surrounding it. If we regard s − matter
and v −matter as relatively static, i.e., they move only with expanding of V − space, the
pressure P suffered by the v−galaxy will directly proportional to ηD/R2 as well. Thus P/F
is irrelative to R. Because the directions of the two forces P and F are opposite, the resultant
of P and F on the v− galaxy is direct proportion to ηD/R2, and can be lesser or approach
to zero as R increases. Thus, although V −space expands with an acceleration, v−galaxies
can still be steady. Expansion of V − space makes the distances among v − galaxies to
increase, but the volume of a v − galaxy does not increase.
Before inflating occurs, the s − world is in thermal equilibrating state. If there is no
v −matter, because of contraction by gravitation, the s − world would become a thermal
equilibrating singular point, i.e., the s−world would be in the hot death state. As seen, it is
necessary that there are both s−matter and v−matter and both S−space and V −space.
VII. NEW PREDICTIONS
A. It is possible that some huge cavity is equivalent to a huge concave lens.
According the present model, it is possible that some huge cavities in V − space are not
empty, but have relaxed s−matter with a larger density so that ρ < 0. Because s−matter
and v −matter are mutually repulsive, when v − photons pass through such a huge cavity,
the v − photons must suffer repulsion and consequently are scattered as they pass through
a huge concave lens, and they will have a larger red-shift due to the repulsion coming from
s − matter (see the following analysis). Thus, although there are many galaxies behind
the huge cavity, we cannot observe so many galaxies, and the galaxies observed by us seem
darker and will have larger red-shift but are closer to the earth in fact.
This is a decisive prediction which distinguishes the present model from other models.
B. The universal total energy observed by us seems not to be conservational.
The universal total energy, of course, is conservational in fact. Because the energies Es
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and Ev can transform from one into another at the temperature (∼ Tmax) and Es (Ev) is
hardly observed by the observer in V −space (S−space), the universal total energy observed
by us seems not to be conservational. As a consequence, the cause of space expanding with
an acceleration seems to be because mass loses or the gravitation decreases.
C. The gravitation between two galaxies distant enough will lesser than that
predicted by the conventional theory.
There must be s−matter (v −matter) relaxedly distributing between two v − galaxies
(s − galaxies) distant enough, hence the gravitation between them must lesser than that
predicted by the conventional theory. But when the distance between the two v − galaxies
is small, the gravitation between them is not influenced by s-matter because when ρv is big,
ρs must be small.
There are other predictions. We will discuss them in following paper.
VIII. ONE RELATION OF A LARGE NUMBER
In V−space, the S−SU(5) symmetry holds water. Thus there are interactions determined
by SU(5) among s − gauge bosons and s − ferimons.The interactions are similar to the
SU(3) interactions among quarks and gluons. In V − space v − particles get their masses
and form the v − world. The v − world is identified with our world.
At the initial moment of inflation of V − space,









is the cosmic volume at the initial moment (tV ∼ 0) .
Zhao Zhan-yue has paid attention to the following relation of a large number [11].
G−1/2 ≡M = (1.221047± 0.000079)× 1019Gev = (2.17671± 0.00014)× 10−8kg, (129)
From this and the uncertainty principle he has derived the least interval
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ℓ ∼ c◦τ = 0.81× 10−35m. (130)






= 4.1× 1097kg/m3. (131)
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ρ = 2.17× 1052kg. (132)
This total mass corresponding to the critical density of the universe is MT ∼ 2 × 1052kg.
From (132) he gets that if the greatest energy-density is
◦
ρ, the radius r of the universe
satisfies
r ∼ rp. (133)
We try to explain the relation of the large number as follows.
As above mentioned, according to the present model inflating occurs at Tmax. Because
〈ωs〉 = 〈ωv〉 = 0 and consequently the SU(5) symmetry strictly holds water at Tmax, Tmax is
the temperature of GUT and Tmax ∼ m (Ωs) ∼ 1015 − 1019Gev. Ts ∼ Tv at Tmax. If taking
Tmax = 6.198× 1019Gev, considering g2 = 4π/45, λ ∼ g4, η ∼ λ, from (81) we get


















= 5m (Ω) ,
m (Ω) = 1.221047× 1019Gev ∼ G−1/2. (134)
Considering the uncertainty principle, repeating (130)− (131), from (130) we get the least




and the greatest energy-density to be given by (131).
On the other hand, interaction with SU(5) symmetry must be asymptotically free. Anal-
ogously to the SU(3) gauge interaction, the range in which the SU(5) interactive energy
can be ignored may be taken r3p. Thus the total energy in the volume r
3
p is 2.17× 1052kg as
is given by (132) at the highest temperature Tmax, this is the total energy of the universe.
This is a possible explanation for the relation of a large number above. It is obvious that if
there is not the highest temperature, the relation of a large number cannot be explained.
IX. STRUCTURE OF THE UNIVERSE
If the whole universe is the s−world or the v−world, the analysis above is correct. But
according to the present model new structure of the universe can be obtained.
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As mentioned above, v −matter and s−matter are symmetric and mutually repulsive,
v−matter can form a v−world and s−matter can form a s−world. From this we present
a new cosmic model to be that the universe is composed of infinite cosmic islands and every
cosmos island is just a s− world or a v − world.
According to the model we easily see that there must be only v − cosmic islands around
a s − cosmic island. This is because if two s − cosmic islands are neighboring, they will
combine to form one new larger s− cosmic island by their gravitation. Because of the same
reason there are only s − cosmic islands around a v − cosmic island. Because there is no
interaction except the repulsion between v−matter and s−matter, there is no interaction
except the repulsion between a s−cosmic island and a v−cosmic islands as well. If we exist
in a s− cosmic island, we cannot observe anything of the v− cosmic islands around us. On
the other hand, it is necessary that the distance between two s− cosmic islands is very far
since there are v−cosmic islands between both. Consequently the mutual influence between
the two s − cosmic islands must be too faint to be observed. Thus we can approximately
regard a cosmic island as an isolated island similar to the whole cosmos. It is possible that
some cosmic islands are expanding, and the other cosmic islands are contracting. It is also
possible that some cosmic islands anew combine to form a new larger cosmic island due to
their motion or expansion. The cosmic island in which we exist is expanding.
Thus, according to the present model the cosmos as a whole is infinite and its properties
are always unchanging, and there is no starting point or end of time.
X. CONCLUSIONS
The new hypotheses are proposed that there are s −matter and v −matter which are
symmetric and mutually repulsive, there are S − space and V − space whose essential
difference is that their expectation values of the Higgs fields are different. In S − space the
S − SU(5) symmetry is broken into S − SU(3) × U (1) for s − particles and V − SU(5)
symmetry still strictly holds for v−particles. As a consequence s−particles get their masses
determined by the SU(5) GUT and form the s−world, and v−particles without mass form
V − SU(5) color-single states which are identified with dark energy in S − space. Evolving
process of the universe is as follows. Firstly S− space contracts due to ρs− ρv large enough
and causes the temperature Ts to rise. When Ts −→ Tsmax = Tmax = Tvmax, both V −SU(5)
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and S − SU(5) symmetries strictly hold and therefore the masses of all particles are zero.
Secondly inflation of V −space occurs. After the inflation the phase transiting of the vacuum
occurs, as consequence S − space transforms into V − space and the s− world transforms
into the v − world. The results above still hold water when V ⇄ S and v ⇄ s. According
the present model, there is no singularity; there is the highest temperature and the highest
energy density in the universe; from this the relation of a large number is explained; the
results of the Guth’s inflationary scenario are obtained; a possible interpretation of dark
energy and a new prediction is given; space seems to expand with a deceleration in early
period and with an acceleration in later period; and the universe is composed of infinite
cosmic islands which are s − worlds or v − worlds. The present model predicts that some
huge cavity is equivalent to a huge concave lens, the universal total energy is conservational,
but the total energy observed by us seems not to be conservational, and the gravitation
between two galaxies distant enough will lesser than that predicted by the conventional
theory.
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Fig.1: a˜ (t) = (1+z)−1 subscripts the evolution of the universe from 3.6×1017s = 1.13×1010
year before up to now when kV = −1.
Fig.2: da˜ (t) /dt shows the decelerated stage and accelerated stage of the universal expanding
when kV = −1.
Fig.3: There is the solution d2a˜ (t) /dt2 = 0 which shows the turning point of the decelerated
stage to accelerated stage.
Fig.4: a˜ (t) = (1 + z)−1 subscripts the evolution of the universe from 1.37 × 1010 year before
up to now when kV = 0.
Fig.5: da˜ (t) /dt = d (1 + z)−1 /dt shows the decelerated stage and accelerated stage of the
universal expanding. when kV = 0.
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